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Winter Weather

Mimicking Animal Parts

Lesson Overview

Learn how polar bears, penguins, and seals stay warm in cold 
places. Then, conduct an Engineering Challenge to design a glove 
that will keep hands warm.

Teacher Prep

1. Provide 1 plastic glove per student. 
2. For this Engineering Challenge, students will need a variety 

of materials to design their gloves, such as felt, cotton balls, 
feathers, shortening, sponges, butter, yarn, and glue. 

3. You will need a bin with ice water to test the gloves. 
4. You may wish to build a sample glove in front of the class. Conduct a think-aloud where you explain 

why you’re putting the glove together in a certain way. For example: “I want to add shortening around 
the glove because it reminds me of the blubber that seals have under their skin. But how will I keep it 
from falling off the glove into the water? Oh! I could put the shortening in this plastic bag….”

Procedures

1. Learn about polar bears. Project this image of a polar bear. Conduct a discussion:
a. Describe this place. (snowy, cold)
b. It is very cold! Only some animals, like polar bears, can live here. What parts might help a polar 

bear live in this place? (thick fur and skin)
2. Examine penguins and seals. Share this image of animals who live in cold places. Like polar bears, 

penguins and seals can live in cold places. But penguins and seals don’t have fur! How do they stay 
warm? Find out by listening to a marine biologist:

a. Penguins
b. Seals

3. Introduce the Engineering Challenge. Provide students with the Science Journal. Tell students they 
will think like engineers. They will design a glove that will keep their hands warm, even when placed in 
ice water. They will use what they have learned about animal parts. 
Tell students engineers can only use materials they have. Point out the available materials. Discuss:

a. Which materials are like feathers or fur?
b. Which materials are like blubber?
c. Which materials do you think will be best for keeping your hand warm?
d. What are some ways you could build your glove?
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4. Design a glove. Each student will design their own glove using the materials. Have them complete the 
Science Journal as they work. 

5. Test the glove. Prepare the bins with ice water. Have students take turns testing their gloves and follow 
these directions:

a. Put your glove on one hand.
b. Put both hands in the water: one with the glove and one without a glove.
c. Pull out your hands as soon as they feel too cold.

6. Debrief the activity. Conduct a science talk:
a. Which of the materials were like parts that animals use to stay warm?
b. Which materials were best for keeping your hand warm?
c. How can you make your design better?

EXPLORE MORE:

This lesson is an excerpt from Bring Science Alive! Exploring Science Practices 
Grade 1,  Unit 1, Lesson 4, What Different Parts Do Animals Have?. Full support, 
including a ready to teach slideshow, is available online at www.teachtci.com.
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I N V E S T I G A T I O N

Animals have different parts. Some animals have

eyes, ears, a mouth, and a nose. Some have legs,

wings, a tail, or fins. Some have feathers, fur, or scales.

Engineering Challenge: Mimicking Animal Parts

Penguins, polar bears, and seals can stay warm in cold 

places.

Today, your engineering challenge is to design a glove 

that will keep your hand warm, even when placed in 

ice water!

Engineers can only 

use materials they 

have. Let’s look at the 

Materials Center to see 

what you can use.
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I N V E S T I G A T I O N

Now you each will design a glove on your own.

As you work, discuss:

• How will you test the glove?

• How can you mimic animal parts?

•  What will happen to the materials when they get wet?

Draw your design. Label the materials you used in your 

design.
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